COMMENTARY

by LINDA BEHNKEN, EDWARD DAVIS, DUNCAN FIELDS, and NORMAN VAN VACTOR

Banking on Alaska’s fishing future

M

any people our age have written wills. Have you? It’s a good
idea, of course, because wills preserve family harmony while
planning for ways our youth can prosper.
Many in the fishing industry feel the same. We have to look past
our industry’s near-term challenges and focus on our collective
“will” to ensure that Alaska’s local fishing legacy lives on.
Local permit ownership – keeping the family assets in the family,
if you’re thinking in terms of a will – is essential to a thriving fleet
and sustainable local economies.
We know our fleet is graying. The average age of fishing permit
holders in Alaska is 50, a rise of 10 years since 1980. The number of
Alaska residents under the age of 40 holding fishing permits fell to
17 percent in 2013. Aging trends are especially pronounced in rural
fishing communities.
Commercial fishing is the lifeblood of dozens of Alaska communities. Clearly, we need to think about passing our fishing industry
on to the next generation of fishermen.
Vast numbers of fishing permits have left Alaska communities
in recent years. Between 1975 and 2014, Alaska’s rural fishing
communities felt the net loss of more than 2,300 limited entry

fishing permits (27.8 percent).
Since the implementation of the halibut and sablefish individual
fishing quota program in 1995, the number of fishermen in small
Gulf of Alaska fishing communities holding quota in these fisheries
has declined by 50 percent. In the Bristol Bay salmon fishery, local
permit ownership declined by 50 percent between 1975 and 2014.
This isn’t exactly the same as selling family treasures in a garage
sale, but it does feel like our Alaskan “family” is losing out.
The average limited entry permit costs as much as an upscale
home – and involves a lot more risk. Fish abundance and prices
fluctuate annually. An engine breakdown before a critical opening
can cost a new fisherman the opening, the season, and the permit.
Both upscale homes and permits are out of reach of many young or
new fishermen. This means that new fishermen are unable to enter
into commercial fisheries happening right outside their doors.
Loss of fishing access degrades a community’s economic
opportunities, heritage, infrastructure, and health. This leads to
an inability to keep the value and economic benefit of Alaska’s
fish resources within Alaska communities, businesses, and families.
Alaska must make a concerted effort to help preserve the local

right to fish. Some state legislators are
proposing a fish permit bank that creates a way for communities to buy permits and lease them to new fishermen
who otherwise could not afford them.
It would offer several types of fishing
permits that would be proportional and
reflective of regional fisheries.
By owning permits and leasing them
to entry-level local fishermen year-in and
year-out, permit banks work to launch
young and new fishermen, create resiliency
in their strategies, and help them become
profitable for the long term.
Alaska needs to create strong, local
Alaska fishing economies. To get there,
Alaska needs diversified fishing businesses,
a multi-age fleet demographic that includes
new entrants and mentors, an ongoing
commitment to resource stewardship,

and a resilient community of fishermen
working together.
United Fishermen of Alaska’s February board meeting in Juneau included 40
member groups from throughout Alaska and the Pacific coast. Let’s “write our
will” and find ways to strengthen local
fishing businesses, protect Alaska’s fishing resources, and keep fishing as a way
of life in Alaska by facilitating entry for

younger fishermen.
Local fishing permit banks are one way
our family legacy – our shared Alaskan fishing heritage and economy – can be passed
on for generations to come. 
Linda Behnken of Sitka, Edward Davis of
Hoonah, Duncan Fields of Kodiak, and Norman
Van Vactor of Dillingham are long-time leaders
in the commercial fishing industry.
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by MELANIE BROWN

Let’s talk about mining, salmon, and rivers Alaska shares with Canada

A

lthough my parents are from western Alaska, I consider myself
lucky to have been born in Sitka. Work opportunities took our
family northward, but my life led me back to Southeast Alaska,
where I have chosen to raise my children. It is a rich life with all that
the rivers, land, and sea have to offer. We have friends who are good
about sharing what they have, and we are happy to reciprocate. We
migrate along with the salmon to Bristol Bay every summer to be
with our blood relatives and our home river, but returning to Juneau
for winter “fits our skin.”
Many Alaskans are familiar with the proposed Pebble mine and
its pros and cons. However, far fewer are aware of a similar issue
in Southeast, where mines upstream in British Columbia threaten
water quality and fisheries downstream in Alaska. The difference
for Southeast is that these mines provide little or no benefits to Alaska, only risks. British Columbia’s mining boom in the watersheds
of three major rivers shared by the United States and Canada not
only concerns our state, but, because of the border, is an international issue.
The transboundary Taku, Stikine, and Unuk rivers begin in
northwest British Columbia and flow through Southeast to the sea.
On the Canadian side, multiple large-scale mining projects rivaling
the size of Pebble mine are in various stages of review, permitting,
and operation.
The Taku, Stikine, and Unuk rivers are life-giving waters to
cultures – Native and non-Native – that rely on the health of these
waterways and what they provide for the people.
A recent commentary by Sitka-based fisherman Brendan Jones,
titled “A Canadian Threat to Alaskan Fishing,” published Jan. 23 in
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The New York Times, provided a concise overview of the issue and
was a strong and hopeful indication that concern for these rivers
is growing.
On Feb. 8, Alaskans had the opportunity to learn more about
Canadian mines, the threats they pose to Alaska, and what is being
done. Attendees of the Alaska Forum on the Environment were
offered a session on “Transboundary Mine Review.” It was presented in two parts and occupied a three-hour block of the afternoon.
Jacinda Mack, a First Nations citizen from British Columbia who
is dealing with the aftermath of the Mount Polley tailings disaster,
presented with Rob Sanderson Jr. and Fred Olsen Jr., Southeast tribal
leaders. Their words conveyed the cultural significance of the three
rivers in Southeast and a glimpse of what happens when things
go wrong.
Before any of the presenters spoke, Dennis McLerran, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s Region 10 administrator, opened
the dialogue and recognized that the transboundary issue is one in
great need of attention and solution-finding. Michelle Hale of the
Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation presented
with Barbara Blake of Lt. Gov. Byron Mallott’s office on how the
state of Alaska is addressing the issue. Guy Archibald of Inside
Passage Waterkeeper offered a solution now being pursued under
the Boundary Waters Treaty, and David Alnutt of the EPA rounded
out the session. In this discussion, I observed broadly represented
perspectives that all seem to be working toward the common goal of
striving to keep our rivers healthy and productive.
At last year’s forum, Mallott delivered a keynote speech that
identified Southeast transboundary rivers as a concern the state

needed to address. In Gov. Bill Walker’s
recent State of the State address, he prominently mentioned the transboundary issue.
Mallott’s omission of transboundary
rivers in his keynote this year did not
go unnoticed as many people are keenly
interested in what action the state has taken over the last year to address the strong
concerns raised by thousands of individual
Alaskans, tribes, businesses, and elected
leaders. As a co-keynote speaker, McLerran
reserved a prominent place in his speech for
the issue, and I am confident his agency will
find significant ways to contribute.
Feb. 8 and all that led up to it has done
much to build a framework and basis for
this growing dialogue on Southeast transboundary rivers. Whether readers have
been following this concern already or are
completely new to the issue, I hope they will
join us and become part of this conversation
that concerns all Alaskans. 
Melanie Brown works with Salmon Beyond
Borders to advocate for healthy watersheds in
Southeast Alaska. She lives with her family in
Juneau in the winter and setnets commercially in
Bristol Bay in the summer.
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